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The OSE hearing of the Aquifer Science application for Campbell Ranch water is half 

complete.  Aquifer Science is applying to the Office of the State Engineer to pump 1010, 

850 or 717 acre feet of water a year from the Sandia Basin.  They have drilled 2 

exploratory wells and this case is their analysis of what they found.  Their analysis 

supports their application and explains why they believe there is enough water in the 

aquifer and that it will adversely impact only 24 nearby wells.  Our experts’ analysis of 

Aquifer Science data indicates that their models are strongly and systematically biased to 

under-predict impact on other wells in the community. 

 

It began March 25, 2013 and ran for 6 days.  These first 6 days covered all of Aquifer 

Science’s 6 witnesses and began Bruce Frederick’s (Deep Well Protest and San Pedro 

Creek lawyer) case.  The case will be continued May 20,21,30, 31, and June 24-25 to 

allow time for the remaining 12 witnesses.  The remaining witnesses are presenting the 

cases of Bruce Frederick, Bernalillo County, NM Water Service Company (Sandia 

Knolls water company), the Office of the State Engineer Water Rights Division, Bill 

Alzheimer and David Thompson.   Campbell Ranch was not represented at the hearing.  

 

This is a brief non-legal summary of the hearing.  We assume that transcripts will be 

available on the OSE website at some future date.   

 

Between 20 and 30 people from the community attended each day of the hearing.  The 

large and regular attendance was a strong indication of how important this case is to the 

community.  We thank everyone who was able to attend!   

 

The hearing began with Aquifer Science’s case.   1.  A summary of Campbell Ranch’s 

Master Plan and explanation of water needs.  2. How the well was drilled, 3. The 

geologic maps based on drilling the wells and other geologic reports, 4. The recharge 

model based on that geology and 5. The groundwater flow model development based on 

that geology.   

 

1.  This application is for water rights to serve Campbell Ranch, a 4023-home 

development proposed along North 14 across from Paa-Ko.  Greg Bushner, Steven 

Hartman and Gregory Hurst, representing Aquifer Science, presented the history and 

water needs of Campbell Ranch.  The Master Plan calls for 4023 homes in 4 villages.  

Village 1 of Campbell Ranch was not annexed by Edgewood.  It is covered by Bernalillo 

County subdivision regulations, which do not allow for the concentrated development 

specified in Campbell’s Master Plan.  Villages 2, 3 and 4 have been annexed to 

Edgewood, which does allow villages with up to 6 homes per acre.  The development 

includes a golf course and commercial areas.   

 

 



Campbell Ranch is planned to be built over 28 years, which means that the water rights in 

this case would be put to beneficial use in a phased approach over 28 years, despite the 

usual OSE regulation that water must be put to use in 4 years.  Bruce Frederick (our 

lawyer) has moved for Summary Judgment (dismissal) because this phased pumping does 

not meet OSE regulations on putting water to beneficial use in 4 years.  This motion was 

not granted by the Hearing Examiner.  

 

Vidler and Aquifer Science’s role in this project is simply to acquire the water rights 

needed.  They plan to sell those water rights to developers or water companies and move 

on.   Aquifer Science and Vidler do not plan to deliver water to customers.   

 

Aquifer Science initially applied for four wells to produce 1,500 AF/yr for a 25,000 acre 

area.  Under pressure, Aquifer Science reduced their application on Day 4 of the hearing 

to the 8,000 acres covered by the Campbell Ranch Master Plan, rather than the original 

25,000 acres.  Hurst developed the water demand projections of 1010, 850 or 717 AF/yr.  

The difference in amounts requested is based on different conservation levels.     

 

Aquifer Science’s groundwater model, which our experts believe is strongly biased to 

under-predict the impact of Aquifer Science’s pumping on existing wells, predicts that 

several wells will go dry or lose a significant amount of water column.   Aquifer Science 

proposes to deepen or replace only those wells that its model predicts will be impaired.  

San Pedro Creek is expected to become dry very quickly, and Aquifer Science plans to 

replace that flow with 100 acre feet/year of treated effluent from the waste water 

treatment plant.  Since Aquifer Science intends to sell the water rights and not be a part of 

this project long-term, it is not clear how the mitigation would work for wells that are 

impacted 10 or 15 years in the future.   

 

Campbell Ranch has water rights for 436 acre feet per year (about 60% of their low 

estimate) in the Estancia Basin which they have not applied to use in their development.  

They explained that using these water rights was not feasible because it was not 

supported by the community.   

Dennis Cooper, an independent professional engineer with ties to the OSE, testified as an 

expert witness for Aquifer Science about how the OSE should apply the Morrison 

Criteria, which the OSE uses as a guideline to determine whether a proposed 

appropriation would impair existing water rights. The process for remediation of 

"impaired" wells was further obfuscated. 

2.  Robert Marley, from D B Stevens, was another expert witness for Aquifer Science.  

He described the well drilling process and geologic formations encountered during 

drilling. The first well was drilled to almost 3,700 ft and produced 50 gallons per minute 

(gpm) in the Abo Formation. The second well is 710 ft and produced a consistent 850 

gpm produced in the Glorieta-San Andres Formation.  The deeper well did not produce 

enough water for the Campbell development, and so Aquifer Science plans to draw water 

from the San Andreas-Glorieta Formation, the same formation tapped by other nearby 

wells.   



3.  Christopher Wolf, from D B Stevens for Aquifer Science, developed the geologic 

maps from the well records and other geological studies, which were allegedly used later 

to develop the groundwater flow model. However, much of the geology described by Mr. 

Wolf did not match the geology used in Aquifer Science’s model.   

4.  Todd Umstot, from D B Stevens for Aquifer Science, developed the groundwater 

recharge model.  The recharge model defines how much new water will get into the 

aquifer, and answers the critical question of whether the water pumping is sustainable.  

Recharge modeling is complex and uses parameters such as soil depth, annual 

precipitation, and wind, and seems to be very sensitive to assumptions used in modeling.  

The recharge model relies heavily on assumptions and limited sources of data.    The 

majority of the recharge comes off Sandia Crest. Under cross-examination, it appears that 

different assumptions were used in the recharge model and the groundwater model, 

particularly in the permeability of different rock layers and faults.  Umstot testified that 

he developed the recharge model independent of Wolf’s data.  Umstot also testified that 

he could not measure the level of uncertainly in his conclusions.   

5. Neil Blandford, is with DB Stephens, the consultant to Aquifer Sciences (AS) and the 

developer of the groundwater flow model. Much of his testimony on both direct and cross 

examination concerned how he modeled the permeability of various underground 

geological features, such strata/formations and faults and their size and/or thickness. 

These are key factors in determining how much drawdown of the water table will result 

from Aquifer Science’s model.  It affects whether or not nearby wells will lose 

production and/or go dry based on significant additional pumping from the same or a 

nearby aquifer.  Our experts have shown that the model developed by Blandford is 

strongly and systematically biased to under-predict drawdown where existing wells are 

actually located, even while it is biased to over-predict drawdown in other areas.  

In the groundwater flow model created by Blandford most of the study area is surrounded 

by virtually impermeable faults and formations.  In the model, this  causes almost all the 

drawdown from Aquifer Science’s pumping to occur below vacant Campbell Ranch land 

or in very deep aquifers rather than where other wells are actually located.  But this 

“modeled reality” is not “actual reality.”  In reality, the non-conservative assumptions 

used in the model to keep existing wells from being impacted are not supported by the 

data.    As an example, the model showed the NM Water Service Company well (serving 

the 350 homes in Sandia Knolls) was located across an impermeable fault, and so would 

see little impact from Aquifer Science pumping, even though it is one of the most heavily 

pumped and closest wells.   

Blandford was cross examined by the New Mexico Water Services Company (NMWSC) 

and by two Pro Se protestants, concerning the artificial nature of the "flow barriers" used 

in the groundwater flow model. The model counts pumping of permitted water rights 

only to the extent the model shows the current wells can produce.  The model did not 

allow for the re-drilling or other mitigation of these wells.  In effect, these water rights 

holders “lost” any water rights in the model Aquifer Science thought they could not pump.  

The model also underestimated the needs of the rest of the community by capping the 

number of private domestic wells at the number there were in 2010, even though new 



homes are likely to be built and new wells drilled.  Blandford also admitted that several 

parameters in the model were changed "manually".  

Aquifer Science’s case was completed after 5 ½ days of hearing.   

Bruce Frederick’s opening statement stated that any appropriation of water rights to 

Aquifer Science would impair existing wells.  He stated that the OSE cannot rely on 

Aquifer Science’s model since it over-estimates the water available to Campbell Ranch 

and under-predicts drawdown on other wells.  He likened the Aquifer Science model to 

an artificial box with impermeable boundaries on all four sides and artificial flow barriers, 

using permeability numbers and geologic barriers that don’t exist in real life.    

Reid Bandeen, one of our hydrologists, began presenting our case under questioning from 

Bruce Frederick.  He gave numerous examples in which Aquifer Science hydrographs 

and geologic maps do not support their modeling of the boundaries.  He pointed out that 

calibration of the model was less accurate than the modeling done by Keyes (an OSE 

exhibit), and demonstrated that the impact of their calibration was to create some of the 

artificial flow barriers.  He testified that the impermeable barriers used in the 

groundwater flow model are not supported by the local geology and by other noted 

authorities. The overstated inflows into the area understate the draw down that will be 

experienced by the domestic wells. 

Bandeen discussed the few areas in the Study Area boundary where inflows were 

modeled, such as Cienega Spring, which overstated the water available.   

Frederick asked Bandeen about several documents from within the OSE and also District 

Court decisions all stating that the Sandia Basin was "over-subscribed" or "over-

allocated”. He summarized the Ameriwest case, in which Paa-Ko was denied water rights.  

Paa-Ko was not allowed by the OSE to use its own wells for that reason. 

Future hearings will occur at 9:00 AM on the following schedule, at an as-yet-to-be-

determined location: May 20 & 21, May 30 & 31 and June 24 & 25.   

 

If you plan to attend, contact us by email nearer to the hearing dates at 

deepwellprotest@gmail.com to get the location.  Please keep these dates in mind so we 

can continue our strong representation at these hearings. 

 

 

Thanks to all for your support in the protection of our most precious resource....OUR 

water! 
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